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Selected As A Best All Round Kent_icky Community Newspaper
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Source of News
In Murray and
Calloway County

%gm..

United Press International
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die
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Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, August 28, 1971

3-Car Wreck
Occurs
Here
Three cars were

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

as
for
In

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

Cooperation Asked

Vol. LXXXXII No. 203

Calloway County
A Sturdy Market
Survey Discovers

Some city subscribers may
receive their Ledger and Times
involved in a later than usual because of the
collission at North 10th and double sessions imposed in the
Chestnut Streets on Friday at city school system. Several
1:30 p.m., according to the report Ledger and Times news paper
filed by the officers of the Murray carriers are in the Middle School
Police Department. No injuries which will begin sessions about
U:30 and end at about 6:00 p.m.
were listed on the report.
Fellow says women are wise to
Involved were& 1963 Buick four Efforts are being made to have
cultivate beauty rather than
door driven by Charles Mc- papers delivered as quickly as The final figures for the past considerable extent, inflation
brains because for every man
who's blind, there are thousands
Clatchy of 504 North 4th Street, possible by the boys. The in- year show that, for Calloway took care of that matter.
of
That was the involuntary part.
who are stupid.
Murray, and a 1960 Dodge four dulgence and cooperation
County, it was neither the best of
door driven by Connie Edgar those subscribers on affected times nor the worst, in terms of Voluntarily, consumers in the
area, as those elsewhere, were
Mills of Murray Route One, and a routes is requested. As soon as business activity.
"Within three years, we may
the double sessions are halted,
more restrained than usual in
1971
by
Ford
two
door
owned
have to become totally dependent
paper delivery should improve Althouth the year was not their spending. They put the
901
Sunny
of
Davis
Ricky
Lane,
an a Communist power to supply
conducive to record-breaking, surplus into savings.
Murray, and driven by Julie considerably.
us with chromium-one of the
what with the recession, inflation
of
Hale's
Davis
Trailer
Binford
However, they were in the
in
materials
vital
strategic
most
and unemployment to contend market place isufficient strength
Court,
Murray.
ow defense arsenal. Because of
with, the local market was to make it a good year for retail
Police said Mills, going east on
our ecomonic sanctions against
stronger than most.
Chestnut, turned left in front of
merchants.
Rhodesia, we are currently
the Mcaatchy car going west on
As a result, local stores acdepdependent on Russia to
Personal incomes and congross sales of
Chestnut Street. The McClatchy
supply us with 60 percent of our
Louisville, Ky. (UPI)- sumer buying in the area, counted for
as
and Mills cars collided and then
against the
$47,903,000,
ng
diromium needs. And that's not
WAVE-TV,in a six P.M.(EDT) compared with correspondi
the Mills car hit the Davis car
all. At the request of the Office of
broadcast editorial Friday night figures from other communities, previous year's $45,053,000.
that was stopped at the stop sign delivered by the station's news were good.
The gain, 6.3 percent, was
Emergency Preparedness,
A BIG OPERATION—A team of 10 Sydney, Australia, veterinarians performs the
the
to
according
10th
Street,
at
than elsewhere in the
greater
An
abdomia
Congress is currently in the
issue
elephant.
in
a-2-ton
contained
took
The findings are
director Rodney Ford,
biggest operation in the university's history on Tara,
police report.
process of enacting legislation
with Democratic Gubernatorial new, copyrighted study released United States, 3.7 percent. In the
nal tumor the size of a football that could have led to her death was removed in the
Damage to the Buick was on Nominee Lt. Gov. Ford's recent by Sales Management, the State of Kentucky, it was 6.2
which would release 30 percent of
2-hou.• operation. Tara is recovering nicely.
the front end,to the Dodge on the request for a special session of marketing publication, entitled percent.
our chromium stockpile will be
right side and front end, and to the state legislature to deal with "Survey of Buying Power."
The survey rates each comcompletely depleted in three
the Ford on the front bumper. the removal of the 5 per cent For the Calloway County munity on the amount of money
years" Rep. Jack Edwards of
Alabama
sales tax on food and to impose a population as a whole, it shows, actually spent in its retail stores
Incomes were at a high level in as compared with the estimated
severane tax on minerals.
the
state's
on
the year. The total amount amount, based upon several
editorial
The
food
Regardless of the families'
wonstation
to local residents for factors, that might have been
television
aveilable
oldest
budget, at least three out of every
a
dered, "how effective special discretionary spending, after spent. It is called the "index of
fear housewives read newspaper
iollowing Nunn's blasting attack Bro. Roy Beasley will return to
be
would be?" It asked, "can you payment of their taxes, came to buying power."
will
Ross
C.
grocery
By
David
P.
DAltan
the
Robert
to
Dr.
grocery ads prior
on the proposal Thursday, Ford the pulpit at the Seventh and
the the heat of a 72,335,000, as against the previous The index rating for Calloway
imagine,
worship
a.m.
speaker at the 10:45
shopping trip.
County is .o121, indicating that it
said:
on
Christ
of
Church
-Lt.
Poplar
Frankfort, Ky. (UPI)
29, at campaign for governor, trying to year's $60,331,000.
Nunn's Sunday, August 29, after being on service on Sunday, August
is capable of producing that
Gov. Wendell H. Ford Friday "I was amazed at
Church with determine what's grocery item What this represented, for the
Christian
First
the
verbal Hodge-podge, his ungospel meetings James H. Boone as the worship and what isn't?" The editorial Individual family, was deter- percentage of the nation's retail
Having taken up bicycle riding accused Gov. Louie B. Nunn of characteristic attempt to protect vacation and in
weeks.
four
past
in
the
for
the
issues"
ding
stated that the idea of a special mined by dividing the total in- business.
leader.
for exercise and pleasure, we find "thunderclou
Because it accounted for more
his hand-picked candidate, his He will speak at both the 10:40
a
to
refusing
call
session
special
at this time appeared come by the number of
Little
session
As
Become
the
Ye
slows
sport
"Except
old
age
this
that
than that last year,.0133 percent,
thunderclouding of the vital issue a.m. and six p.m. services on
the
The
campaign
was
remove
average
this
to
households.
"in
the
legislature
of
ridiculous,
of
the
be
see
we
sublect
Children" will
world down. For instance
the determination is that some of
by belittling the needs of Ken- Sunday. Dr. Josiah Darnall will
surely 87,614.
would
it
the sermon by Dr. Ross with the season
things in yards that we never saw sales tax on groceries and impose tuckians for tax relief now."
due to
service
song
the
alsobe directing
from degenerate into a political What did local residents do the local business is
being
reading
Flashing by in an a severance tax on minerals.
scripture
before.
sh:T.piter by non-residents.
Nunn told a news conference after being away for the summer.
a
by
To
Ford
incomes?
their
bigger
isssued
with
a
In
statement
many
18:1-7.
Matthew
automobile, you fail to see
that Ford's plan was the most Bro. Beasley conducted revival
Elders serving on Sunday will GOP Gubernatorial hopeful
of the nice things around homes'
simple-minded, shallow, political meetings at Wingo, August 1-6,
Dr. James C. Hart and Lyle
be
in Ihe city.
and irresponsible suggestion any and at Lewisburg,Tenn., August
Jean Cole will light
Underwood.
ever
for
governor
candidate
22-27. He was on vacation from the candles.
per cent sales tax on food will be
Then too you can see where
Secular made."
August 7-21.
th:err regular
Boone, Jr., removed,"whenGe
B.
0.
Card,
Glenn
folks live, view the architecture "Prayer and the
the The feud began Tuesday, when Edgar Rowland will read the Elmer Collins, A. B. Crass, M. C. as.Monthe
of the houses, inspect the land- Christian" will be the topic at
schedule
to
Nunn
on
called
Ford
at the morning service Ellis, Johnny Quertermoim, John is convened in January MI, if I!
-maples and generally receive a sermon by Dr. Samuel R. Dod- the special session in a speech et scripture
and Larry Wyatt at the evening Reagan, and Auburn Wells will am elected Governor."
Some of you may have won- was changed regularly and
much clearer picture of streets, son, Jr., for the 8:45 and 10:30 Louisville.
services. Prayers are scheduled be the deacons. Greeters will be When Ford made his appeal to dered if the Murray Art Guild brought new life to that block,
a.m. services at the First United
homes and yards
op- to be led by Lenith Rogers,
Methodist Church on Sunday, Ford said his republican
and Mrs. Henry Holton and remove the sales tax on food and crumbled into the dust of 303 East delighting the hearts of those who
ponent Thomas D. Emberton, James Bogard, James Lamb, Mr.
August 29.
Mrs. John 0. Pasco, Sr. medicine at the state fair earlier Main St. Even a few of its have busieesses there.
and
Mr.
Try It sometime. You'll enjoy
Members of the Senior High was promising the removal of the and David Wright. Earl Nanny The Youth of the church will this week, a proposal also members wondered if this would
it.
During the past year they were
Youth five per cent sales tax on food and will make the announcements. have a Miniature Golf Party on favored by Emberton and in- be its fate. However, those who
High
Junior
and
Fellowship will meet Sunday at imposition of a severance tax on During the month of August Sunday afternoon. The group will dependent candidate A. B. had been members from its awarded a grant by the Kentucity
seven p.m. at the church. The minerals and to show good faith speakers at the church on Sun- meet at the church at four p.m. "Happy" Chandler, his request founding (with other stalwart Arts Commission for conducting
. Here are a few things that were program will consist of refresh- should ask Nunn to call a special days have been E. Claude and go by bus to Aurora to play for a special session to deal with souls) were determined to keep it workshops. These were varied
edveriliked in former years: ments, a fall planning session, session immediately to remove Gardner, president, Freed- golf. The golf charge is $1.25 plus the problem drew a sharp retort alive. They had gone too far since to suit 'varied tastes but quite a
pleasure and
the tax.
livery stel4es with prices for and volley ball.
Hardernan College, Mike Nor- extra for eats and drinks.
from Republican Gov. Louie B. May 7, 1967, to "throw in the few members found
of the
member
A
all.
in
value
date
Ford's
memorable
boarding...'the village .smithy The Executive Committee of Ford said since Nunn was wood, missionary in Bluefield, W.
sponge." That
Nunn. Nunn described
Commission, Mr.
sharpening
the Women's Society of Christian Emberton's "political mentor", Va., and Dr. Adron Doran,
for a special session as marked its first exhibition and Kentucky Arts
request
ttke
plowshares.. patented coal oil Service of the church will meet Emberton should have the in- president of Morehead State
"simple-minded", and Ford shot opening of a membership drive Douglas Horsley, visited
workshop
final
its
during
gallery
The
the
members.
that
lamps.. ladies armband type Tuesday, August 31, at 9:30 a.m. fluence to have the session called. College.
participating
Friday
for
right back
the Murray Art
garter with fancy bow at $1.75 per at the home of Mrs. William Emberton has made an issue in
governor was "thunder-clouding "baby" was strong and gained and pronounced
the
removing
or
Guild to be stable. This was
his campaign
more
and
more
pair...a hot stove lid lifter with Britton, 201 South 3rd Street.
as
strength
new
issue."
the
The Golden Voices of Paris,
Chandler of the community became aware gratifying to those members who
patented coil spring handle that Announcement has been made food tax and imposing a
observe their eighth Ford, Emberton, and
will
Tenn.,
help
on
to
minerals
tax
severance
with
heat
dispersed the
rescinding the 5 per cent of its existence. Its founding had labored to make it so, and
of the Administrative Board
anniversary on Sunday. August all favor
ufficiency..brass dinner meeting of the church at fill the gap left in the state tax
remarkable
and medicine, but the members: Mrs. A. Carman, Mr. encouraging to those who a were
food
on
tax
n, with a special program at the lieutenant governor
bedsteads which are now highly the social hall on Wednesday, coffers.
apparently ank Mrs. J.C. Goodman, Mrs. new in the venture.
eight
Then came the test! With a
NEW YORK (UPI) -Tropi- Paris City Auditorium at
prized.. misses 13 button shoes at September 1, at 6:30 p.m.
who wants to make Charles Milliken, Mrs. William
one
only
the
is
Nunn referred to my proposal cal Storm Doria, losing steam p.m.
of the Harvey,and Mrs. H.E. Chrisman limited budget for rent ex.
$1.50 per pair (some merchants
out
"special"
something
Appearing with the Golden
guild found itself
of calling a special session of the as it moved inland through the
threw in a pair of stockings free
issue, the others seem to be built a strong foundation which penditure, the
and a hard
as populous northeastern section Voices will be The Martinaires,
rock
a
Assembly
"between
General
at that top price )...and there was
regular
the
crumble.
until
to
refused
and content to wait
irresponsible, Ford said.
of the country, dumped heavy Martin; the Harmonettes
deal Notice was given that their place." There just aren't many
a maker 9f rag carpet looms who
to
Assembly
General
1972
the
"Well for a man of his rains along the Atlantic Coast Gospel Generation, Camden;
did well;'promising that he would
gallery was to be razed. After places available, suitable for
Gospel with the tax.
economic status, it may seem to today and caused flash flooding. Kingdomaires and
not sell more than one loom in
many days filled with hours of galleries and studios-in the right
for John be (Irresponsible), but to the power shortages and wind Travelers, Huntingdon; the
Funeral
services
A
town.
any one
searching for new quarters, the place, for the right price.
Wesley Pendergrass will be held average Kentuckian, those on damage.
t
-S
Pearls of Paradise, Jackson; and
found a parallel is drawn with the exhas
Guild
Art
Murray
today at two p.m.at the chapel of fixed incomes and those on frozen Doria, the fourth tropical other singers and soloists
If Ai; want to eat something
premanent home which exceeds perience of the Israelites who
the J. H. Churchill Funeral Home wages, whose food bill has gone storm of the season, moved up
The public is invited to attend,
that I inusual with an excellent
the best that their former came to the Red Sea with an
with Bro. Ralph Reaves of- up 21 per cent in the past four the coast Friday and early according to J H Harden.
taste, go over to the Holiday Inn
galleries had to offer. At least, advancing Egyptian army behind
years, I don't believe they will today cut across New Jersey cnapager
and get an International ficiating.
envision it to be so, and them. They stepped into the
they
Serving as pallbearers will be agree with him,' Ford continued. and peat New York City. It was
MOUNT KISCO, N.Y. (UPI)
Omelet. This will suit any prima
brought it from its con- water. Lo, the waters parted!
Rayburn Pendergrass, Jerry Nunn said Thursday that Ford expected to move northeast-Bennett Cerf, the humorist vision
donna gourmet or what have you.
to its present strength- Just so was it experienced by this
ception
DROWNS
BABY
cofounMax Hughes, Joe had met in a "secret" seesion at ward into New England where
who was president and
Give them a little while to fix it Pendergrass,
much hard work. They band of artists. They were called
with
along
Pat Hughes, Colie Dee Adams, Wise, Va., with coal operators It was to die.
der of the Random House
and sit down hungry. The omelet
with fondness upon to step out in faith. Faith moves
back
look
.ind Hyland K. Darnell. Burial and promised them he would not
publishing company, died duraccepts
and
At 8 a.m., Aorta was located Lexington, Ky. UPI
has eggs, ham, hamburger, belW
and the years mountains
twobeginning
their
this
in
home
will be in the Bethany Cemetery impose a severance tax.
night at his
challenges. When it seemed as
about 15 miles north of New year -old Lexington ing the
peppers, tomatoes, onions and a
ensued.
which
Westchester County
in Graves County with the Ford replied that he had not
York City, heading northEd- suburban
few otherthings in it and it is done
quarters were two though they might not find
Jo
arrangements by the J. H. met secretly with the operators, northeastward at 30 miles an irL„Shannon
community, it was learned Their first
floor of the quarters within the mainstream
perfectly. It makes a meal in
before
second
the
on
shortly
rooms
wards.
.drowned
Churchill Funeral Home where but in a "broad, open daylight"
today.
be
awareness-hence,
hour.
itself and you'll agree that this is
and Main. of
the
Fourth
at
in
Bldg.
(Friday)
Gatlin
today
noon
friends may call.
session at Lexington with the The heart of the storm swept swimming pool at the Liberty- Cerf, 73, was well known in These provided good light in the forogotten, an opportunity to
a fine dish fit for a king. We ate it
Pendergrass, age 94, died Kentucky
faith presented itself.
Coal Operators to the west of New York City. Arms Apartment.
for supper, which gives you an
publishing and as the author of daytime and ewere cozy at night. exercise
at 11:23 a.m. at the Association.
Thursday
The Schroeder homestead at 103
it
meal
but showers and wind spawned
membership
in
of
s
„idea as to what a good
grew
guild
compilation
of
The
number
a
Murray-Calloway County
by Doria flooded streets, The girl's body was discovered jokes and puns, but it was
makes.
and three adjoining rooms were North Sixth St., for sale, came
Hospital. He was a former
knocked down trees and cut off by her mother, Mrs. Arnold long stint as a panelist on Ibe added before its December show within the scope of view. After
the Coldwater
resident of
power to scattered sections of Edwards, who found her missing television program, "What's My of that year. These quarters were inspecting the premises, enNow comes Irwin Enoch of community.
the city.
om a sandbox where she had Line?" that made him national- ideal except for one thing. How masse,a meeting was held on the
Novi, Michigan, a former Survivors are three neices,
Brookin
collapsed
street
A
in
pictures
includes
n playing.
He
many of ?ou have climbed that lawn and the enthusiasm of all
countian.
ly known.
Mrs. Kathleen Grant of West
a gas
long flight of steps outside, only members present culminated in a
his note of his tomatoes which Covina, Calif, Mrs. Ruth Watson The regular ladies day lun- lyn, breaking a water and
received
to be faced with another long unanimous decision to purchase
grow well above the roof top of of Farmington Route One, and cheon will be served at the Oaks main. New York
duing KENTUCKY HIGH SCHOOL
Police in Mount Kisco said flight on the 'inside' The en- the property. After the decision
rain
of
on
six
Club
inches
nearly
vines
Country
Wednesday,
the
has
He
house.
the
Hughes of
Mrs. Mary Fran
rf's wife, Phyllis, telephoned thusiasm of the members carried was reached, one of its members
FOOTBALL SCORES
a 24-hour period, but by 8 a.m.
September 1, at 12:15 p.m.
supported with sticks, but they Mayfield Route
Seven; four
in
them for an ambulance at 11:45 them and their paraphernalia and her husband made a very
are so heavy they are falling nephews;Novil Pendergrass and Hostesses will be Mrs. Sue the sun was shining brightly
Ft. Campbell 28, North Mar- p.m. Friday. By the time the
for painting up those flights of substantial contribution, thereby
over. Enormous tomatoes on Flavil Pendergrass, both of McDougal, phone 7534218, and midtown Manhattan.
6.
shall
carried
ambulance arrived at the Cerf
time
one
at
Thomas,
Mrs.
Toopie
Doria
753phone
16-16-16
ifs and down a long corridor, greatly reducing the burden.(La
them. Says he used
James
One,
Route
Murray
winds gusting 60 to 65 miles an Franklin-Simpson 14, Allen residence, he was dead, they but a limit was reached and new the waters parted!)
fertilizer under them which he Pendergrass of Mayfield, and 2325.
County 0.
roof has been laid,
A new
quarters were sought.
picked up while in Murray. In the Hardy Adams of Farmington Assisting the hostesses will be hour, but after traveling Glasgow 0, La Rue County 0 said.
the
hours
Sturm,
for
several
Dorothy
Charlotte
overland
Nanny,
sunflower
a
They found a new haven at 303 broken windows replaced,
picture he also has
Route One.
Jackie Waterfield,
Dorothea winds had decreased to about (tie)
East Main, already decorated stained and peeling wallpaper
beside the tomatoes which also
Hopkinsville 38, Daviess
Kane, Jane Taylor, Margaret 40 miles per hour.
with red and ochre walls and a and canvas hive been stripped
towers over the roof. Good going
County 6.
Greenfield, Marguerite Morgan,
CAR FIRE
Mr. Enoch grew
little shingled booth. A off the tongue and grooye walls,
quaint
Mr.Enoch.
Trigg County 22, Union County
Kay Outland, Julie Bell, Beauton
VANDALISM
wall at the rear hid those and countless other things are in
these monsters in his back yard.
shingled
I.
The Murray Fire Department Brandon, and Oneida Boyd.
which are essential, yet order for its renovation. Many
Vandalism was reported at the
"props"
The weather outlook for
answered a call Friday at 1:25
home of Mr. and Mrs. Flavil
detract. A large display window days have been spent clearing out
EXTENDED OUTLOOK
through
fair
for
calls
Kentucky
FREE RITrENS
the tangle of vegetation which
ONE CITED
Robertson, 211 South 13th Street,
The extended weather outlook p.m. to extinguish the flames on
Sunday with little change in housed many. miniature "onein
Smith,
Helen
by
owned
a
nearly smothered the grand old
car,
A
of
this
o'clock
Bank
at
morning
the
three
and
shows"
man
Monday through Wednesday:
Two gray kittens, two months temperatures. Highs today and Murray offered the use of the mansion. Truckload aver
6th One person cited for driving brick through the window of t
Generally fair through Wed- front of the National Hotel at
704
to
mid
upper
the
in
Sunday
le intoxicated on Friday at 1967 Ford at the home, according old, are free to persons for pets.
windows in an adjoining vacant
nesday with no important tem- and Main Streets. The fire was
Continued on Page Six
10:25 p.m. by the Murray Police to the report made to the Murray For further information call 753- 1104. Lows tonight in the mid 504 to
was
CO2
and
a
cigarette
from
in
store. The display in the windows'
mostly
perature change. Highs
604.
low
Department.
5820.
flames.
the
to
extinguish
used
Police
Department.
the 80s. Lows in the 80s.
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Sales Tax Issue Draws
Fire From Candidates

Bro. Roy Beasley
Speaker For Sunday Dr. David C. Roos
At Church, Christ $s Church Speaker

Sermon Topic Given
For Dr. Dodson

y night'
ZmdaEmbe

Elizabethtown

Murray Art Guild Finally
inds A Home Of Its Own

Golden Voices Will
Present Program

Dona Moves To
Inland; Dying

J. W. Pendergrass
Rites Are Today

Bennett Cerf Dies
During The Night

Ladies Luncheon To
Be Held At Oaks

The Weather
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YOU CAN MAKE IT

nowN

Parents needn't
take the blame

PUBLISHED BY THE LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COM
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103 N. 4Ih St.. Murray. Kentucky 42071. Phone 753 19111
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slaw Irepopelle

from wrong and that being an
honest gentleman was more
virtuous than being a dishonest
You and I would not be in the bum.
When something goes wrong
world, if it weren't for our parwe parents accuse ourselves.
ents. I find it an impossible task
to evaluate the worth of one even though we have tried tc
parent over the other. I feel instill the right ingredients that
that it it were possible, it we felt it took to raise children.
Recently we've seen many,
wouldn't make sense.
For those who are fortunate many brutal acts of violence
enough to have both parents committed by young people.
living, and for those of us, like We've also witnessed their parmyself, who only have one par- ents crying and suffering the
ent living, I'm wondering how indignities of shame.
But tell it like it is, we paroften we tell them thank you. I
feel in most instances, what- ents have our lives to live, too. I
ever we are, we're a product of don't plan to live 40 years for
my youngsters. I'll give them
our parents.
Too often parents accuse 20 and if necessary 25.
But if fate so arranges it, and
themselves or take the blame
for their children doing wrong, they become involved in something that is wrong, or somegetting in trouble, or becoming
thing they can't get out of, as a
murderers, dope addicts, etc. I
feel that's entirely unfair. I feel loving parent, I'll respond and
come to their aid.
in most Instances, as was true
But I will not suffer the
in my young home life, my parburden of sharing their guilt.
ents tried to instill in me right
By VERNON E. BROWN
Copley News Service

Owiaannooltk

SATUDKAT—ACIGUST

Ten Years Ago Today
1•11.10iMINL

TIMMS 1111

Mrs. a :uia Clara. age 85, died :august Z. Funeral services were
eiu at 1.:mon Grnie ChlirCIT at Christ this morning.
APIP
•

WOCTOR

The School at New Hope. located on South 16th Street Extended
las been compietely remodeled and expanded as it begins its nev
ear of schooi. The Murray Civitan Club has taken the school as L
aroject.
; Taz Ezell of Murray has been named to the State Resources
jtesearch,and Development Advisory committee by Gov. Bert T
combs.
P
Mr.and Mrs. Doyce Morris were in charge of the arrangement
the Wilson family reunion held August 27 at the Murra3
oman's Club House.
•

fr

!20 Years Ago Today

)6v,

ILZ.DGER. & TIMES FILE

The walkout at the Murray Manufacturing Company was
waled late yesterday and all employees went back on their jobs.
The walkout started on August 24.
Eleven Jersey cows owned by E.P. Heater on the Coldwater
Road were killed while standing under a tree when lightning
gruck them yesterday about noon.
Men Phillips, age 63, brother of Mrs. Carol Lassiter of Murray,
lied August 25 at Oakland Tenn.
Pfc. Joe Pat Johnson,son of Mrs. Sally Johnson, is serving with
tthe Military Police in Inchon, Korea.
Births reported are a baby girl to Mr. and Mrs. Terry Cavitt on
August 25,and a baby girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ora Lee Lyons, also on
August 25.

30YearsAgoThisWeek
LEDGER.•/MRS FUJI
Deaths reported include Mrs. Annie Gantt, age 71, Robert Y.
Whitnah,age 71,Dave A. Alton, age 72, James Lee Kemp,three
iay old infant son of Mr.and Mrs. J.C. Kemp,John Bell Sheridan,
sge 71, and Mrs. Ada Diuguid, age 77.
Liquor raids were conducted by Sheriff Ira Fox and Deputies
harbe iSiarr and Seth Cooper and by Chief of Police Burman
aarxer ano utticers ttooertson and Cunningham during the past
.week. Federal officers, assisted by local officers, also arrested
Lome moonshiners.
The Murray Gin Company received its first cotton to bale this
meek.
Births reported include a girl to Mr. and Mrs. H.E. Treas on
August 21 and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. W.O. Vaughn on August 23.
Waylon F. Rayburn and Herbert G. Allbritten received
Master's Degrees aap4 Martha Stark Ellis, Harvey Ellis, W.D.
Kelley,and James M. Therrell received Bachelor's degrees at the
University of Kentucky on August 22.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Cart Millet Jr.
In a year of travel and hundreda of interviews with
newsworthy people, I have yet to uncover a voter
who thinks Teddy Kennedy should be Presidentwhich makes one think that with all the current
effort in that direction the Massachusetts senator
; must sometimes feel like he is having a nightmare
that is yet to be dreamt.
-Is a dream one gets what
one covets awake."
—Proverb

ible Thoughtfor Today
f
Happy is the man that fiftieth wisdom and the man that apnea]
oderstanding.—Proverbs 3:13.
No panic or disease nor misfortune can take your store of
wisdom and understandina. Don't be ii."drop-out."
1
H WEDDING
gray wedding kimono, and
MANILA (UPI)--A 30-year- Rorny klai, 25, wearing a floor)1d Japanese nightclub owner length. king-sleeved white satin
d his tousle-haired British gown, exchanged
marriage
eetheart were married at vows in a ceremony officiated
t.000 feet today aboard a by the pilot, Capt. Jose Alcid,
ular Philippine Air lanes one hour and five minutes after
PAL) Tokyo to Manila flight. the PAL DC8 took off from
Akira Suwa, attired in formal Haneda airport.

WALLED CITY

Days of pirates
recalled by forts
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The Almanac
By United Press International

the 16th Century — narrow and s the formidable fortress
of
By GUY RYAN
twisting, lined with small San Felipe, perhaps
CarCopley News Service
shops, business houses and agena's most fascinating
relic.
colonial homes whose balconies
Beneath the fortress, the hill
CARTAGENA, Colombia — extend over the sidewalks. But s honeycombed
with tunnels
When the Conquistadores set the atmosphere has changed iesigned with
niches in their
about fortifying this sandy considerably. The streets are
against
peninsula
such jammed with automobile traf- walls to offer hiding places fix
marauders as Sir Francis fic and the sidewalks are its defenders.
Tourist-conacious Cartagen
Drake and Henry Morgan some crowded with a jumble of na400 years ago, Little did they tive and tourist pedestrians. tans have added a few modern
realize the contribution they
Overlooking Bolivar Square touches to the old fort. It is the
were making to 20th Century are the towers of the Cathedral, setting for a light and sound
tourism.
built in 1575 by slave labor and spectacle which re-creates the
The depredations of thesie •now beiag restored — for the swashbuckling days of the
brigands became so irksome '.fleth tiMe.
pirates. The booming of camon
that the Spanish Crown ordered
Across this square (or plaza) fire reverberates around the
that the city be fortified with a is the ornately decorated hill and the flashes of fire from
ring of walls and fortresses
Palace of the Inquisition, the the cannon illuminate the old
And today, these battlements seat of the tribunal from 1776 fort. The tunnels are strung
— all built with slave labor — until the Inquisition was with electric lights now and
guides who show tourists
rank at the top of the "must abolished .in 1811.
Today,ffhe cavernous build- around are dressed in pirate's
see" list of extraordirry
ing is the repository of much of uniforms.
sights in the old city.
'There's another side to Carthe city's early history, housing
As recently as 50 yearrs'ago, among other
things scale tagena, too — a modern city of
rot could walk all the way models of several forts which some 350,000 people, with plush
around the city on top of the the National
Tourist Board is hotels, high-rise apartment
walls. But with the acceleration using as models in its
restora- buildings, condominiums and
of progress, parts of the walls tion prop-am.
luxurious homes set among the
were torn down to permit passTo the east of the walled city. coconut palms, olive trees and
age of traffic.
xi San Lazaro Hill near the caucho(chiclet) trees on BocaCartagena's most unusual lead of the Bay of Cartagena. grande — the new town.
monument, perhaps, is a pair
And there are sandy beaches
of giant bronze shoes placed in Charges dropped
and a calm surf out here, with
WASHINGTON I UPI) —The
honor of one of its poets who,
palm-thatched umbrellas to
lamenting the passing of the old government has dropped char- ward off the sun's rays
conges
against
the
remaining 805 tinental restaurants .. modern
walled city and its age of stir.
ring tales, wrote of his native persons arrested on the steps of shops and boutiques ... nightthe U.S. Capitol during the May clubs ... shady parks.
city:
"Well may thou inspire that Day demonstrations last spring.
In November of each year,
The U.S. attorney's office Cartagena celebrates its indeaffection which one has for his
old shoes." The sentiment, the said the decision was made pendence anniversary with a
shoes and the poem are en- after a test case involving eight Mardi Gras-type carnival, and
shrined in the unusual old-shoe of the defendants produced a in March, movie makers Iron
verdict of innocent. The anti- all over the world exhibit their
monument.
Inside the walled city the war protest forces assembled films to the critics and the pubstreets are little changed from on the Capitol lawn May 5, lic in the annual Film Festival.
claiming they had been invited
Best time to visit Cartagena
there by members of Congress, is from December to April.
some of whom were with and
speaking to the crowd.

f
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SAN CLEMENTE_ (,L. WPI): The
rushed constauction today of a giant oil-skimming
devise as a 30-mile-lone oil mirk off the southern
California coast appeared to move toward the shire.
Officials say 299.446 gallons leaked from a Navy
tanker last Friday.
So far eight. miles of ocean front have be"
aliecled. including President Nixon's private beach
at the Western White House. One hundred hallo/I.
and marines labored along the affected areas. gath('ring up hunks of heavy bunker fuel oil, semi4olliiilied by the cool ocean waters.
'
Nixon walked his polluted beach and -was macerned." said Press Secretary Ronald Ziegler.
The President. who prefers the ocean. swain in his
pool Instead.

"NOT GUILTY" is former
Egyptian Vice President
Aly Sabry's plea as he
stands in prisoner's dock in
Cairo. His trial, along with
90 others in the attempted
ousting of President Anwar
Sadat, is set for Sept. 4.

CLASSIFIED--Neil A. Armstrong. first maiitai set fool
on the Moon, is leaving the
space program to teach at
the University of Cincinnati. Armstrong, shown
during a talk in 'Washington, said. "People who
know me well know that
for a long time I've talked
about going .back into the
academic Community."

REX HARRISON WEDS
NEW YORK (UPI(—Actor
Rex Harrison and the Hon.
Elizabeth Harris were married
-Thursday, a spokesman for the
63-year-old film and stage star
said.
The debonair Harrison. who
played Col. Henry Higgins in
"My Fair Lady," has been
married four times before—to
Collette Thomas and to actresses Lili Palmer, Kay Kendall
and Rachel Roberts. He has
two -sons.
His new wife, the daughter of
U. Col. Davis Reese Rees.
Williamsand former. wife of FIRST ASTRONAUT to reach
Irish actor Richard Harris, has star rank is Alan B. Shepthree sons by her first husband. ard. shown suiting up for
Apollo 14. Our first man in
space is rear admiral now.
JETS GET SVIHUS
HEMPSTEAD, N.Y. (UPI)—
Bob Svihus, an offensive tackle,
Thursday was acquired by the
New York Jets from the
Oakland Raiders in exchange
far a future draft choice.
WkRRIORS' jschedule
OAKLAND (UPI I—The Golden State Warriors of the
National Basketball Association
will play a minimum of 35
games at the Oakland Coliseum
for the next five years. it *at
announced Thursday.

Today is Saturday, Aug. 28th,
the 240th day of 1971.
The moon is in its first
quarter.
The morning stars are Saturn
and Mercury.
The evening stars are Mars,
Jupiter and Venus.
Those born on this date are
under the sign of Virgo.
.
American author Roger Peterson was born Aug. 28, 1908.
On this day in history:
In 1833 the British parliament
banned slavery throughout the
empire.
In 1922 a New York City
realty company paid $100 to
sponsor the first radio commercial (over WEAF ).
In 1963 more than 200,1100
demonstrators staged an orderly civil rights march in
Washington, D.C.
In 1968 the Democratic party
nominated Hubert Humphrey to
run for president as anti-war
demonstrators fought police in
Chicago.

HORSE & MULE
PULLING CONTEST
August 28 - 7:30 p..m.
at EDD MADDOX FARM
94 East & Follow the Signs

FREE ADMISSION!!

CitHOO

* New Price Policy *
iptirie

Open 7 p.m. & 1 p.m. Sat. & Sun.

Regular
Admiwon

50

Now You Know
By United Press International
By Congressional order the
inscription "In God We Trust"
must appear on all United
States coins and paper money

*4

I I

AU.
SHOWS

1—.1-girE r1ir
*'Jew rrice
T 11 E A T Ft Regular
Open 7 p.m. & 1 p.m. Sat. & Sun. Admission
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... They Hunted the Biggest Game of All
... Man and Woman!

Cth-RAL SHOPPING CENTER
US 141 11/0141M
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BURT LANCASTER • DEAN MARTIN
JEAN SEBERG JACIMIEUNE BI$SET • GEORGE IIENNEIY
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DANA MUTER • BARBARA HALE

See both likely at 7:45 plus
Set. Si Sun. 2:15
DOUBLE FEATURE
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SCOTT DRUG

1205 Chestnut Street

*'ILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 a.m. till 6:00 p.m.
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KATHY CANNON • JOYCE WILLIAMS • PEG! BOUCHER.
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FALL IS BUSIEST TIME OF YEAR
FOR SPORTSMEN

:
more

a

nd and
er the
guilt

FINS 'N'
FEATHERS

FRANKFORT,Ky.—There's no dearth of activity
for sportsmen during the fall months. If it's out-ofdoors, then it occurs in the fall, running right on into
the dead of winter.
Most fishermen will wish for the spring days for
their fishing exploits. That is because fishing is good
during this time but also because there is nothing
else to do.
But in the fall weeks he may hunt, he may fish, he
may shoot skeet, or trap, or he may go on a combination hunting and fishing trip. This variety of
great outdoor activity is what makes the fall months
the most glorious for the sportsman.
There's the hunting season, which started as of
Aug. 21 with the beginning of the squirrel season.
This year the hunters of the commonwealth will
harvest well over a million of these animals if the
Ropulation is on a par with the past five years.
A few days later comes tne dove hunting season,
uring which hundreds of thousands of rounds of
mmunition will be fired in the direction of this
St flying and elusive bird. Dove season opens
pt. 1 and continues solidly through October.
ere's a second season that opens Dec. 1 and,
ntinues through Dec. 9.
Dove hunting brings out the very best hunter and
less his eye is accurate he is apt to do much
ooting with not too much return. However, this
ast-firing sport holds a deep fascination for a great
umber of hunters.

1
,
iO

...010VVEL

There are two changes that the hunter should note
- dove hunting this season. First, the bag limit has
n reduced from 18 and 36 of last year to 12 and 24.
ondly,the ending time for shooting this year will
one-half hour before sunset. Last season the
&losing time was at sunset. The half-day shotting
will begin 12 noon prevailing time in all areas.
I
If a hunter is not inclined toward either squirrel or
doves, he may spend many busy afternoons on the
-skeet and trap ranges. Early fall sees the ranges
.gunners
-ny
t-unning full steam ahead and nia
sharpen their eyes for the coming_ season in this
manner. And there are a great number of shooters
;who do not participate in hunting, but obtain their
Illatisfaction solely from the ranges.

t

y Even if the outdoorsman does not wish to hunt or
!shoot the ranges he can still keep busy during
i autumn. Throughout October the archery season
;for deep or either sex is open in every county in the
istate. That'll keep a great number of sportsmen in
ithe out-of-doors.
If none of these pastimes is appealing, than the
sportsman may turn to fishing. There's good fishing
to be had in most of the lakes and streams during
the fall months. In fact, black bass fishing rivals
that of early spring in most impoundments. And the
bluegill continue to hit, as do the crappie and the
catfish.
If none of these ventures are accepted then the
Irian who likes the out-of-doors can find no better
time than fall to wander over the hills and
valleys, along the creek banks and on the lakes for a
picture of natu ft that is seldom painted for persons
in other states.
Fall is a busy time; fall is a

HUTSON

beautiful time.

Outdoor Lore
THAT'S A HECK OF A CATCH—H. S. Robertson of 1110
Calloway Ave.,caught this huge snapping turtle this week while
fishing in Jonathan Creek. The snapper was estimated to weigh
about 75 pounds and its shell measured 2211 inches long and 204
Inches across. Mr. Robertson was fishing with a rod and reel

baited with a 3-0 book with a skirt and a piece of shrimp. He said
he thought he might have had a beaver until he saw the turtle
tall and then he didn't know if he had an alligator or what. Mr.
Robertson said he was using 30 pound test line on his Ambassador 6000( reel.
Staff Photo By Gene McCutcbeon

By Nevyle Shackelford • University of Kentucky College of Agriculture
Even in these enlightened life. Unfortunately, though,
times, there are still a few the tribesmen misunderstood
around who regard An tro- his motives and, being jealous
stomas vociferous, the whip- of his power, ruthlessly put
poorwill, with superstitious him to death.
The president of Kentucky's mercury having been taken from
As the mystical sage
They believe that, when
awe.
of
Kentucky
portion
Kentucky
the
promotion
tourist
largest
the whippoorwill leaves the continues, the Good Prince
association has praised the Lake. According to news reports,
darkening twilight woods to ascended straight to Heaven
Kentucky Department of Health the fish showing mercury contamination have been taken from
sing from the housetop or );ard but his love for the people was
FRANKFORT, ( UPI)—The for its action concerning Western
the Tennessee portion of the lake. FRANKFORT, Ky.—The fence post, this is a portent of so great that he could not
State Department of Fish and Waterland, today praised Dr.
At the same time, even Ten- Kentucky waterfowl hunting
his
for
McElwain
William
Misfortune, sickness, or even forsake them completely. He
Wilflife Resources reports
nessee officials don't consider the seasons have been fixed by the
improved fishing at some of decision that there is no cause for
death to some member of the could not return again in
to
enough
serious
threat
alarm from mercury con- health
Fish and Wildlife Resources
Kentucky's LAKES.
household.
person, but each summer his
tamination of fish in Kentucky ban fishing. In fact, those same Commission, establishing a immediate
The lake-by-lake rundown:
know
the
returned to earth,
however,
spirit
recommending
Naturalists,
are
officials
Lake.
slightly longer duck schedule,
Barkley—Black bass improving
"The action taken by Dr. re-opening of Pickwick Lake. while the goose season remains this to be untrue. They know embodied itself in the small
in main lake on artificial McElwain and the Health Pickwick feeds into Kentucky
that the breathless repeating of night bird, and by its repeated..
relatively unchanged.
nightcrawlers early and late,
assures that the Lake, and has been closed to
Department
Whip-poor- cnes in the stillness of the,
"Whip-poor-will!
the
framework
within
Set
croppie fair to good, mostly in ecomonic condition of western fishing for the past fourteen
S.
DepartU.
the
by
presented
will! Whip-poor-will!" is not night brought good hunting,
inlets and bays, catfish good and
Kentucky will remain effectively months," Hamilton noted.
the goose
Interior,
of
ment
by any premonition of good fishing, good crops, and
math
inspired
dam,
below
fair
croppie
the same," Hamilton said, ad- "Kentuck'S's Western season statewide will open Nov.
the singing is good will to members of the
Rather
lake milky and stable at 76.
evil.
Comwith
joins
Waterland
ding, "there has, however, been
15 and extend through Jan. 23,
Herrington—White bass fair in
joy in living tribe.
hoping
the
in
by
occasioned
some harm done by the mere talk missioner McElwain
with a daily and possession limit
Jumps early and late, half-limits
Since it depends upon what
in the that some serious steps can be of five. The daily limit may the bird feels during the soft
pollution
mercury
of
of black bass by casting shallow
any
of
spoken to give verbal
threat
the
language
end
to
taken
lake."
Consist of two Canadas or two warm nights of summer.
runners, clear and falling fast at
translation to any bird call, the
"Mercury contamination could kind of pollution in Kentucky whitefronted or one of each. The
82.
become a problem in Kentucky Lake. The overall economy of limit of five may be filled by blue
ancient Algonquians interpretDale Hollow —Croppie fair at 25
"but, at western Kentucky depends or snow geese.
noted,
Hamilton
Lake,"
the cry "whip-poor-will" as
ed
feet, scattered catches of black
this time there seems to be no one heavily on the multi-million
The possession limit, also of
" after their altar
"paw-co-rance
bass, clear and falling at 80.
That
who can make a positive dollar tourist business.
five, may include, however, four
they anxiousyear
Each
stones.
Kentucky- -Croppie fair to statement as to just how much business would be wiped out if Canacias or two whitefronted in
ly awaited its sounding from
good in blood river area, yellow mercury in fish might be harm- anything happens to Kentucky aggregate plus a snow goose or
the forest because then they
bass around rip-raf, bluegill on ful. Different countries have Lake or Lake Barkley," a blue. At no time may a hunter
worms and crickets, fair croppie different levels at which they feel Hamilton said.
knew their Good Prince had
have in his possession more than
"The sensible action taken by two whitefronted. Shooting hours
and catfish below dam, generally fishing should be curtailed.
returned and all would be well.
the Commissioner of Health are from one-half hour before
clear and stable at 81.
From this legend, one thing
Cumberland—Croppie fair to Hamilton pointed our that the assures western Kentucky's sunrise until sunset.
certain. The repetitious
seems
industry—tourism—will Season for the Ballard Wildlife
good throughtout lake, scattered members of Kentucky's Western largest
the whippoorwill signiof
calls
Hamilton
grow,"
fair
good
to
black
bass,
catches of
Waterland are concerned over continue to
Management area is Dec. 1-Jan.
to the long- fies not evil but most
Contrary
trout below dam, generally clear reports of mercury laden fish said.
regulations
state-wide
22 with
and falling at 81.
being taken from the Tennesse'e
applying except that the shooting established belief in the propitious signs of impending
bass
Lake—Black
River
Green
whippoorwill as a bird of ill good times and seasons. So if,
portion of Kentucky Lake.
white hours will end at 12 noon.
fair over weed beds, croppie "However,," Hamilton said, as When a red flag with a
The statewide duck season omen is an old Powhatan and when, you are privileged to
a
or
boat
a
from
flown
is
diagonal
improving, fair bluegill, clear far as we know, there have been
Nov. 28 and extends Algonquian Indian legend of hear one Of these birds engaged
buoy, stay clear—a skindiver is in opens
and stable at 81. Nolin-Fair to no reports of fish containing
Jan. 16. For Ballard Ahone, "The Highest Over in its vesper to midnight
the area. A wise boater will allow through
good black bass by casting and
Management are the season is
nocturnes, even from your
at least a 25-yard berth.
Man."
still fishing crawfish off rocky
Dec. 1-Jan. 15. Bag and
gatepost Or housetop, be not
by
fair
Prince
Good
bass
a
was
black
beds,
Ahone
weed
points,fair bluegill on worms and
possession limits this year are
below dam,
now extinct tnbe dismayed or disturbed.
crickets, clear and stable at 80. casting, trout fair
Do not test fire extinguishers unchanged from last season. The which this
murky,
miles
upper three
Instead, relax, rejoice, and
around an
of
worship
may
consist
to
four
came
of
the
of
daily limit
Rough River Lake—Black bass remainder clear and stable at 81. be releasing small amounts
the ancient mystic
fair by casting off deep banks, Fishtrap—Good bluegill at 10 agent. The extinguisher may not four mallards or four black altar of stones they called remember
two
Regard not the
than
more
Ahone.
of
follow
Saga
no
but
Always
ducks,
needed.
work
when
"Pawcorances."
bluegill on worms and crickets, feet, scattered black bass, upper
some limits of trout below dam, one-third murky, remainder the approved instructions wood ducks. The hunter may
As the saga goes, this Good oft-repeated "whip-poor-wills"
generally stated on the equip- have no more than four wood
clear and stable at 77.
Pnnce had been sent from as mournful auguries but as
clear and stable at 78.
ment. If the extinguisher does not ducks in his possession limit of
minDewey—Croppie fair on
"Paw-co-rances" which to the
and
fair
bass
k
Grayson—Blac
never Heaven by the Great Manitou
nows, bluegill improved at six improving, fair croppie, half have a gauge, it should be eight at Wily time, and
Indians signified hope and
the
help
and
with
live
one
to
or
redhead
and
more than one
feet, clear and stable at 78. limits of trout below darn, clear examined every six months
Indians attain a better way of promise.
canvasback.
so marked.
Buckhorn—bluegill good over and stable at 82

No Cause For Alarm Concerning
Mercury In Kentucky Lake

Statewide
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Report
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Miss Margaret Jo Emerson Is Married To
Roger Key Fain At The Kirksey Church

PAGE FIVE

Wednesday, September 1
The Cherry Corner Baptist
Church %VMS will meet at the
church at 7:30 p.m.

Saturday, August 28
The buses for the Park League
ballplayers will leave the Park The Faxon Mothers Club will
League field at eleven a.m, to go meet at the Faxon School at 1:30
to the St. Louis baseball game. p.m.
Each child Into furnish money for
his own eats and drinks. Wayne
Thursday, September 2
Wilson is president of the league.
The Garden Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
The annual Molokia Luau will at
the club house at 1:30 p.m. with
the
of
adults
dm
for
held
be
Mrs.
Lenvel Yates in charge of
Club
Calloway County Country
the program.
Hostesses are
with the catered dinner at 6:30
Mesdames John J. Livesay,
at
dancing
starting
the
and
p.m.
nthe pin, with the Top Five Lenvel Yates, L.W. Paschall,
Freed Cotham, Harold Douglas,
furnishing the music. Reserand J.B. Wilson. New names will
vations should be made by
be tabled. OW members should
Friday noon, August 27, by
be present to introduce their
calling Mrs. Clegg Austin at 753sponsored new members.
753at
Bob
Billington
Mrs.
a455 or
1799.

Volunteers Of Red
Cross Plan Work
& Elect Officers

Blankenship,
Mrs. Jean
The Current Missions Group of executive- secretary of the local
the Memorial Baptist Church met chapter of the American Red
in the home of Mrs. Ruphas Cross, held a special meeting
Wainscott on Thursday evening,
sr
riserk
dtheteCmw
sep
he ussinRe
tin
fbegcuse
oto
August 26.
MwVotuounncdhteeawyrws
After the business, scripture
reading, and call to prayer, an
By Abigail Van Buren
after a month's vacation.
Interesting as well as inElected as president was Mrs.
formative, playlet on "Your Kathryn Glover with the
DEAR ABBY: Our 21-year-old daughter is living at
Mission Dollar" was presented secretary-treasurer being Mrs.
borne again after three unsuccessful tries at apartment
by Mrs. Thyra Crawford, Mrs. Ruby Forrest.
living.
Laura Jennings, and Mrs. Zella
She works, but pays us no rent. She's been c;ating a
Attending the meeting were
Covington.
The Murray State University
young man for a short period of time and goes out with him
Ruby
Apiceland,
of the Juanita
part
concluding
The
comes
apartment,
a
have
will
his
at
Society
Women's
once a week. She stays all night
Edna
Culver,
Ola
a
on
Forrest,
report
a
was
program
to
goes
"Newcomers' Coffee" in the
home in the morning and changes her clothes and
couple's summer mission work in McReynolds, Ovie Sue Gallowit
area of the home
social
work.
l
yi
Gartahvre
llrisn K
HateLhie
Eaton,
Nell th
the Land Between the Lakes.
so,
her
told
the
of
We've
department
me.
economics
This is upsetting my husband and
to
served
Juanita
were
ts
Refreshmen
him.
at The Gamma Omicron Chapter
Applied Science building
but she says she is doing no wrong because she "loves"
eleven members and friends: Glover, Marjorie Kipp, mier"
Murray state at ten a.m. All of the Beta Sigma Phi sorority the
She also says she has to live her own life, and if we don't get
Zella Mary Tizzaland.
Buckner,
Francis
again.
the
year
of
her
chairmen,
see
first
meeting
its
committee
held
never
offficers,
off her back she will move out and we'll
Crawford,
Thyra
Covington,
hurt
will
of
and the membership committee with a luncheon at the home
We are afraid that this direction she has taken
Mackie Hubbs, Modelle Miller,
Also working with the Voun-'
are urged to attend and meet the Mrs. John Hina on Thursday,
her. How can be love her if be sees her only once a week,
Laura Jennings, Elizabeth teers will be Blanch Shemweli,
relationship
this
If
members,
26.
date?
faculty
August
women
ver
new
and then just for a sleep-o
James, Nola Lewis, Lillian Mary Moyer, Lucille Kelly,
new women of the staff, and Plans were discussed for the
docsn't lead to marriage, and she thinks she "loves" another
Peters, Lois Sanderson, and Clyzell
person
of
kind
memwhat
Falwell,
year.
new
Nancy
faculty
the
another,
coming
of
still
wives
and
one,
another
one, and
Pauline Wainscott.
arthritis
the
for
material
Haverstock, Cathryn Garrott,
The
bers
will she become?
Ave Nell Fain, Hilda Foster.
drive was distributed to the
Abby, it's so hard for us to accept this and be quiet, yet
Della Taylor, June Locichartin
members who had voted earlier
Monday, August 30
we don't want to lose our daughter. What should we
More than 62 million newspa- Robbie Blalock, Elna Hendeinaq
DISTRAUGHT PARENTS
The Homemakers Training to collect from businesses.
do?
will be A delightful luncheon was pers were sold every day in and Jane Eldridge.
"Pollution"
on
meeting
Mrs. Roger Key Fain
1970.
DEAR PARENTS: Tell her that as long as she lives
JaaH
taught by Mrs. Maxine Griffin at served at the noon hour.
under your roof she'll have to abide by your rules, which do
Mrs
were
attending
Those
ExMurray
the
at
rosebuds.
am.
stop
can't
and
you
ten
mums
move,
net include sleeping out. If she wants to
Amidst a lovely setting of chrysanthe
Fred Gardner, Mrs. Isaac
able
best man for Mr. tension Assembly Room.
her, but I doubt if she will because she's not financially
flowers and candelabra in the Serving as
Adams, Mrs. John Emerson,
Randy Lovett.
to hack it alone.
sanctuary of the Kirksey Baptist Fain was
Mrs. Wallace Ford, Mrs. John
31
August
the
Tuesday,
of
brother
Emerson,
Church, Miss Margaret Jo David
Mrs. Ray Sims, Mrs.
Paulk,
Gadget"
Saving
"Time
were
The
Marlon Pierce
Phone 753-9909
and Mrs. John
DEAR ABBY: Maybe you can ask somebody who writes Emerson, daughter of Clifton bride, and
Requarth,
Gerry
the
Sewing class will be taught at
up the stuff for the obituary column to help you with this Emerson of Murray, became the ushers.
Hina.
Fain, mother of the Murray Extension Assembly
question: In a recent obituary notice was the following: "Mr. bride of Roger Key Fain, son of Mrs.
a pastel pink dress Room from ten a.m. to 12 noon.
wore
groom,
fifth
his
was
who
widow,
his
Lynby
of
Fain
was survived
Mr. and Mrs. Dan
Clingy Knit Accent
with a small
knit
double
nGrove.
wife "
Set off a clingy knit dress
and
net
of
headpieces
matching
Rev. David Brasher performed
for fall with a chic doorNow I really don't see why that had to go into the paper,
and
Class
fit
out
Sewing
The Lingerie
She completed her
knocker pendant, framed by
do you? The man wasn't a celebrity or anything. He was just the impressive double ring velvet.
with white accessories and a lemonstration will be taught by a Meek rope. Add a hinged
a common ordinary citizen. Besides, he was 95 years old, ceremony at three o'clock in the
Mrs. Catherine Thompson at the bracelet and door-knocker
Saturday, corsage of white carnations.
on
which averages out 19 years for each wife, so what is so afternoon
s present for the Murray Extension Assembly earrings.
Grandparent
UP
BURNED
7.
August
special about that?
were the bride's Room from 1';30 to 3:30 p.m.
Mrs. Faye Rogers, aunt of the ceremony
policy.
own
its
has
Mr. and
newspaper
Each
BURNED:
DEAR
presented a program of paternal grandparents,
groom,
of
Murray
Emerson
W.B.
Mrs.
But I don't see why that had to go into the paper either.
played
and
music
nuptial
lovely
and the groom's
the traditional wedding marches. Route Two,
DEAR ABBY: I have a neighbor who cuts me down The selections included "Withet paternal grandparents, Mr. and
every chance she gets. Like yesterday she came over here Thou Goest","Oh Promise Me", Mrs. Elmo Fain of Murray Route
One.
and said, "What are you cooking? It smells terrible." One and "I Love You Truly".
The newly married couple is
day last week we were in a store and I asked the salesperson
The ceremony was performed
their mobile
to please take somethidg out of the showcase so I could see as the couple stood beneath the now residing at
Road. Mrs.
Kirksey
the
on
home
are
"Why
clerk,
the
of
front
in
right
entwined
said
arch
and
this
friend
it,
white wrought iron
Calloway
you bothering the saleslady, you know you aren't going to with greenery, accented at the Fain is a senior at
and Mr.
buy anything." The clerk very nicely said, "That's all right_ center with a large white satin County High School
That's what I'm here for." Then my friend said, "Don't bow, and flanked with baskets of • ain is employed at the General
mind us. We're friends."
white gladioli and greenery. To Ire and robber Company,
September 6th, 7th, 8th
yfield.
This neighbor makes terrible remarks about my hair further enhance the wedding
and my clothes, too. Don't tell me to have nothing to do with scene, white candles burned in
her because we are very clot* neighbors and I am sorry for the seven branched candelabra.
The family pews were marked
her because she has very few friends. How can I help her?
Mr. and Mrs. Dan Fain,
HER NEIGHBOR with white satin bows.
asked the parents of the groom, entertained
Ingram
Mrs.
Nancy
DEAR NEIGHBOR: You can help her by trying to guests to sign the register.
with a rehearsal luncheon on
3', August 6, at the Colonial
educate her in tact and kindness and judgement. but it
Bride's Dress
House Smorgasbord.
premises to be a long course. You don't say how old your
neighbor is. but 1 hope she's young, because she has a tot to
The bride, given in marriage
learn. Lotsa luck.
ay her father, was lovely in heer
wedding gown of white Chantilly
DEAR ABBY I read somewhere that if a couple be- ace over white taffeta fashioned
comes engaged and the boy doesn't give the girl an en- with a high stand-up collar, and
gagement ring, but buys her a very fancy wedding ring Long fitted lace sleeves accented
Queen
instead, she can wear the wedding ring as an engagement it the wrist with
JUST ASKING Elizabeth ruffles. The full skirt
ring Is that true'
Miss Vicky Sharleen Boggess,
if the gown ended with the long
September 4th bride-elect of
DEAR JUST: Not in my book. A wedding ring shouldn't flowing train in the back.
was
Robert Alan Jourden,
be worn until AFTER the wedding.
Her elbow length veil of illusion
ed with a bridal
compliment
What's ?our problem! You•Il feel better if you get It off was attached to a headpiece M shower held on Thursday, August
your chest. Write to ABBY. Box (5760, Los Angeles, Cal. flowers. Her bridal bouquet was 19,at seven o'clock in the evening
Located Central Shopping Center
white baby chrysanthemums
NSW For a personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
at the home of Mr. Mickey
with
Across From New Murray Stadium
rose buds accented
.
eavelope.
Boggess, 903 North 18th Street,
white ribbon tied in loops.
A Subsidiary of Begley Drug Co.
Murray.
Miss Debbie Miller, maid of
Hate to write letters? Send Si to Abby. Box Sena, LAO
bride-elect
The
chose
to
of
a
wear
full
gown
wore
length
honor,
Aegeles, Cal. MSS, for Abby's booklet, "Row to Write Let•ink crepe fashioned with an from her trousseau a pink dress
ters for All Otwasblow."
mpire waistline and puffed with white accessories and a
the group in a selection of sleeves, featuring trim of deep corsage of pink daisies. Her
pink velvet ribbon. The back mother, Mrs. Trellis Elmo
istmas carols.
interest for the dress was a deep Boggess, wore a pink knit crepe
pink velvet bow with long and a corsage of white daisies.
Refreshments were served.
Games were played with MOP
Others present were Brenda streamers. Her headpiece was of
Cossey and Mrs. Max
and
velvet.
net
Kenneth
matching
Sharon
Smith,
Bonnie
Outland,
a
baby
nosegay
of
carried
She
the recipients of the
being
and
Boyd
Hale
"Maude
McCuiston,
the
of
Members
Buchanan, Diane
prizes. Mrs. Ernestine Jones won
Grove Mrs. Henry Richardson.; Karen
Acteens" of the glrn
the door prize. The winners
Baptist Church were hostesses to Todd, Belinda Suiter, Tammy
the
presented their gifts to
a "Christmas in August" party„ Outland, Donna Smith,i ndra
honoree.
e members of Girls in Action of Stom, Cindy Knight, Terri
r
Church.Kimbrew, Mrs. Charles Henry
Miss Boggess opened her many
:
and Miss Rita Chaney, leaders.
lovely gifts at the table overlaid
the
is
August"
in
s
' "Christmas
Bible
favorite
Each girl wrote a
set aside by the WMU
was with a white cloth with pink
t
verse to be sent with her gift, The annual Pool reunion
ganization of the Baptist
held Sunday, August 22, at noon accents and centered with an
adding a personal note to
urches to collect gifts to be
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Roy umbrella.
sent
be
will
gifts
occasion.The
t to missions throughout the
Pool.
The beautifully appointed
Chelsea
a mission in
tion . Groups contributing to Massachusetts.
A buffet lunch was served .at refreshment table was covered
on every dry cleaning order of $5.00 or more
e collecting were Baptist
noon to the twenty-five persons with a white cloth with pink
Aclevel
accents and centered with an
Coung Women, 2nd
present.
at the regular dry cleaning price.
Mix Ladies'
the Girls in Action and the
Those attending were Mr. and arrangement of pink daisies
Barefoot
Men's!
group.
and
Mrs. Dewey Parks, Mrs. Ruth White cakes decorated with pink
EXPIRES SEPT 4th, 1971
NEW YORK (UPI): Cases Hughes and daughter, Jane, Miss flowers, nuts, mints, and punch
ApA Christmas wreath was hung
of ringworm skin elec- Cathy Maddox, Mr. and Mrs. were served
a stained gliss'Irrindow, with a
No Limit
tions and warts can result Allen Pool and son, Joe, Albert
,white Bible and candles under the
from exposure of children's Pool,Claude Kemp, Mr. and Mrs. Forty persons were pre,,ent or
GA emblem on the gift table.
feet to excessive heat and Roy Pool and son, Robbie, all of sent gifts
Other Christmas decorations
moisture when they go Murray; Mr. and Mrs. Noel Pool
the
of
members
by
added
were
in the summer.
barefoot
Paducah; Mr. and Mrs. Scottie Stringy cheese?
group.
C. Frank of of
Seymore
Dr.
The President Miss Willette
of the Harding and son, Tommy, of
Society
Podiatry
the
When cooking with
the
Richardson welcomed
Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. Bill
State of New York reminds Paris,
time and tempera.
cheese,
call
the
in
them
Mrs.
led
Tenn.;
visitors and
parents that at the first Pool of Nashville,
ture can make the differHuntington,
of
Campbell
Ethel
to allegiance, watch-word, and
chilproblem,
sign of a foot
ence between a really appethe opening song, "Joy To The
dren should be 'taken to a Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. Bud
tising dish and one that's
prayer
Quiney,
Paula
Anita
World"
Magrum and daughters,
foot specialist.
just not so good—for even
prayer
chairman. read the call to
and Tracy, of Buchanan, Tenn.
the hest of cheeses can beThe reunion -kill be held at the
giving missionaries of the day,
come tough and stringy if
Subsidiary of Begley Drug Co.
•
cooked too long or at too
and Bible reading, Prov. 10. Mrs.
Male minks measure 20 to 28 home of Mr. slid Mrs. Noel Pool
prayer
in
high a temperature
Charles Henrly led
int hes in length and weigh 1% on the fourth §unday in August
1972.
Melinda Faulkerson,song leader, to 3 pounds.

Let daughter abide
by the house rules

Mrs. John Hina Is
Hostess Of Gamma
Omicron Luncheon

DR. D. CHRIS EMMERT

CHIROPRACTOR
Invites the public to an
Open House at his office
August 29, 1971
903 Sycamore
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

BACK-TO-SCHOOL

DRYCLEANING SALE
GET THOSE SCHOOL CLOTHES READY NOW...

• Drive-In Window Service
• All Work Is Done On The Premises
and Workmanship Of Our Work Is
Guaranteed

Miss Vicky Boggess
Honored At Shower
Held On Thursday

Maude Hale Acteens
Hostesses Special
August Party

;

Annual Reunion Is
Held At Home Of
Mr., Mrs. Roy Pool

This Coupon Good For

CENTRAL
SHOPPING
CENTER

B

One HOUR
DRY cLeaneRs
OPEN: 7 A.M.-6 P.M.
PHONE 753-9084

••••••
•
•
• Call
:
•
• 753-19
•
••••••
FOR REV]
FREE: SPACE for
on private lot, to in
exchange on upkeej
Middle age or re
Phone 753-7658.
UNFURNISHED He
bus station. Phone 7

FOR RI
Nice furnished ap
college girls. Al
rooms with kitcee
for college boys. Pt
days and 753-5108 1

TWO BEDROOM i
three bedroom spa
comodates family
than three children.
6781.
TWO BEDROOM
Panorama Shores,
furnished; carpeted
air-c
Heat and
Couples only. Ava
Augest 30 through Mi
744146.

HOUSE FOR 3 to 6(
Ftri more informal
rd at 320 Woodl
E R0r,
ed, including
near 18th Street

TWO bedroor
apartment. Carpi
conditioned. Near 1
Phane 753-7550 after 5

FURNISHED APA
liØng room, kitcher
shower and h
drooms. Zimern
rnents, South 16th Si
753-6609.

IIIP

F
COMPLETELY
cottage on Kentucky
week, month or
79 after 5:00 p.n

Y HOME. 3 I
outbuildings. On 60 a
couple
allfes. Ag
students. 753-4490 at
Rferences.

1/0 BEDROOM I
nOhed, air-conditic
yard. Available Sep
$105.00 per month. 11
ve.Phone 753-2527

FURNISHED HOUS.
ot 4 girls. Call Tom
753-3827 or 753-1713.

NICE FURNISHED
Mar campus, reas
With bath. Also slee
for college boys. Ple
May have what you
73-83115, night 753-289

UNFURNISHED E
college girls or a fat
local
decorated,
University. Call 753-31

AP
24tEDROOM
unfurnished on E
Married couple, ni
Phone 436-2326.
2-BEDROOM TRA
conditioned, shady
month. Call 489-2595.

TWO BEDROOM I
miles from Murray.
Two students c
preferred. Also 60x
trailer with access to
7534776.

THREE ROOM dul
and refrigerator
Phone 753-1246 or 753-.

ROOMS FOR girls.
double; refrigerate
heat and air; privet
500' from campus
6079.

FURNISHED FOUR
12 miles from Murri
wright Road. If marri
reference contact Ti
304 Moore St., Sik
01101. Phone 314-47
II:00 p.m.

TWO BEDROOM tra
electric
heat
conditioning. Three
Murray. Phone 75$-1
2583.
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•:753c19116sHop THE
WANT ADS WAY
•••••••••••••••
000.0.040000000000••
••••••••••••••••••••••00
•

•
Call •
753- 1916•
•
•
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•
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FOR RENT

FOR SALE

FOR RENT

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

NOTICE

Legal Notice

Legal Notice

ORDINANCE NUMBER 542,
ORDINANCE
AN
BEING
NT TO KRS
PURSUA
D
ENACTE
$1495.00 Phone 436-2475
SW
85,1611 AND KRS 94.368,
CLOSING SECOND STREET
PURE BRED Charolias bull, son
FROM THE NORTH SIDE OF
of Pecos, 15 months old. Phone
TO THE
SPRUCE STREET
753-1911.
A3IC
SIDE OF PINE
UNFURNISHED HOUSE,next to
SOUTH
bus station. Phone 753-1573. A30C FURNISHED EFFICIENCY
STREET IN THE CITY OF
TWO JOHN Deere combines-45,
Send me tree mformatert ac.d!OW
MURRAY, KENTUCKY.
apartment, air-conditined.
good condition with pick up reels 111 Income Tex Course
6
1. Apprenticeship Application
WHEREAS, the residents and
Private bath and entrance. Near
and choppers, one corn header.
Nese
forms are available at the Four adjacent property owners of
University. Phone 753-2672. A31C
Jim Wood, 2 miles East of TrAddress
Rivers District Council of Car- Second Street from the north side
City, Highway 94.
A31C
DIY
penter's office, 701 Washington of Spruce Street to the south side
ed
unfurnish
OR
State
4,,Nr
Nice furnished apartment fo FURNISHED
Street, Paducah, Kentucky, or of Pine Street desire that said
to
wall
,
apartment
bedroom
two
550
Clover
Hay.
BALES
Red
college girls. Also privat
*
any of it's affiliated Local Union portion of Second Street be closed
60111011.11.1.14'4
central airA31C
Phone 498-8761.
rooms with kitchen privllegei wall carpet,
offices. Anyone wishing to apply forever; and
location.
Good
for college boys. Phone 753-581 conditioning.
for this program must do so by
WHEREAS, other citizens and
A31C
753-4331.
Phone
edger;
bicycle
LIKE
power
NEW
p.m
days and 753-5108 after 5
r 27, 1971.
Septembe
uU
'
LT
of the general area
LOC
residents
type exerciser. Phone 498Poplar St.. Murray, 753-6251
have appeared before the
TWO BEDROOM home in Hazel,
A31C
8761.
2. Apprenticeship applicants Common Council of the City of
newly redecorated inside and out.
must meet the following Murray,
Kentucky, and
and
good
but
best
the
(Not
or
TWO BEDROOM with den
THIRTEEN WEANING pigs.
nts:
requireme
the abovethat
d
Phone
requeste
month.
per
Phone 436-2113.
three bedroom apartment. Ac- livable.) $35.00
• A31C
(a) The applicant must be mentioned portion of Second
1TF
KY
KENTUC
,
comodates family with no more 492-9733.
MURRAY
- 115 South 4th Street
between the ages of 17 through 27 Street be forever closed; and
than three children. Phone 753.
RESTAURANT HOT Point
Murray
years of age.
WHEREAS, the
AirA30C 10'x55 TWO bedroom trailer.
electric grill. Hot Point electric
6781.
•
s
(b) The maximum age may be Electric System maintain
A-1,
14"x15"
101,
cknditioned, water and sewerage
model
grill,
in some
111111 IH1111111111111011011111111111111111111lINIIMIlla
facilities
utility
1111111111111111
electric
1111011111111111
for
Filio11111111011
32
age
month.
per
through
$85.00
.
ice
machine,
extended
$85.00. 250 lb. G.E.
TWO BEDROOM house in furnished
the
boys. LARGEST VARIETY of pistoS TWO BASSETT Hounds. Phone good condition. $300.00. Phone
applicants honorably discharged portion of Second Street from
Panorama Shores, completely Couple or no more than 3
north side of Spruce Street to the
A28C
A31C
in
753-1257.
Service.
or
increase
Military
753.8072.
from
No
753-5617
S3C
.
Phone
Kentucky
753-2700.
in
basement.
furnished; carpeted
(c)The applicant must satisfy south side of Pine Street which
prices. Country Boy Stores, the
air-conditioned.
Heat and
TRI-AXLE EQUIPPED trailer,
mattress,
and
Kenthe Joint Apprenticeship and should be preserved;
Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles BOX SPRINGS
Couples only. Available from TRAILER SPACES near
8'x20', 60'x16 tarpaulin. Sears
NOW THEREFORE, BE IT
753Phone
Ky.
$50.00.
Highway
off
new.
Training Committee and, or, the
Junction
located
like
Lake,
lle,
tucky
Hopidturvi
Phone
30.
from
May
30 through
wringer washer, like new. Phone
ED BY THE COMMON
ORDAIN
AMP
All
4:00
he
that
e
Concord.
until
Joint
Local
Committe
New
6902.
near
Sundays
444
Open
SW
117 & 164.
A31P WE ARE ready now to deliver or
75646.
435-4481 or 435-4483.
Aug30C
has the ability to master the COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF
utilities in. Phone 436-2197. SIC p.m.
take your order for six vein rudiments of the trade.
MURRAY, KENTUCKY, AS
BREAKFAST TABLE and
HOUSE FOR 3 to 6 college boys.
stoker or four by seven lump
, TO-WIT:
FOLLOWS
old;
and
new
IRS
books,
DOWNSTA
ISHED
chairs,
UNFURN
2 H.P. Good coal. Phone 753-1813, Fulton Ice & (d) The Applicant must have SECTION I: Pursuant to the .
/
FERGUSON MODEL TO-20
For, more information contact
MINI BIKE 31
other
;
mens
and
for
t,
ladies
apartmen
tractor with rebuilt motor. Also a shoes,
laa0ord at 320 Woodlawn. S2C two bedroom
condition. First $50.00. See at Coal Service,408South 4th
educational terms of KRS 85.140 and KRS
sufficient
couples with no more than 2 1961 Volvo automobile and chain miscellaneous items. Plentiful Mobile Home Village.
1TC Street.
complete 94.360. that portion of Second
to
on
preparati
Sept.11C
8th and Vine. saw.Phone 436-2147.
A30C supply. Cheap. Phone 753THREE ROetti apartment, children. Gas heat.
satisfactorily the required Street in the City of Murray,
REAL
FOR
ESTATE
SALE
AMC
753Phone
month.
per
2959.
furnished, including utilities. On $75.00
ELECTROLU( SALES & Ser- related instruction.
Kentucky, from the north side of
A28C PIANO, USED, rebuilt, tuning,
MODERN TWO bedroom heuse vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
near 18th Street. Phone 753- 9293.
ei The applicant must be an Spruce Street to the south side of
clarinet,
B-FLAT
Piano
C
Dyer
&
Cohtord
LEBLAN
Jetton
.
New
repairing
of
east
acre
A30C
on one
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- American Citizen, or in the Pine Street is hereby abandoned,
TWO BEDROOM duplex with Sales & Service, Cuba Road, used only 2 years. Excellent on Mt. Carmell-Valentine Road,
TFC process of naturalization.
mington, Kentucky.
forfeited, released, discharged,
AMC
carfully
air,
753-1329.
central heat and
Mayfield. Evening and Saturday condition. Phone
$7,500. Miller Real Estate, 418
NINE TWO bedroom furnished
(f) The applicant must be and forever closed. However,
and phone 247-8522.
for
washer
TFC
outlets
with
peted
Neubauer
64.
502-753-50
St.,
Main
physically able to perform all the said abandonment, forfeiture,
apartment. Carpeted, airdryer. Close to University. Phone
-AR-15(M-16 Rifle), 1500 rounds of 753-7531
A28C
work required of the trade.
coliflitioned. Near University.
release, discharge and closing of
753
S2C
Phone
on.
753-9741.
1971 HONDA 350. Phone Paris, ammuniti
The applicant must meet that portion of Second Street
(g)
;file 753-7550 after 5:00
location;
good
FARM;
SMALL
A28C
,
8331.
642-7009.
A28C
Tennessee
A30C
entrance above stated is subject to the
other
such
business or future investment
LARGE PRIVATE room for rent. •
qualifications as shall be easement rights of the Murray
Murray, apEast
mile
One
A31C
Call 753-1837.
10'x50' LIBERTY two bedroom SOUP'S on, the rug that is, clew*
established by the Joint Ap- Electric System, it, its sucproximately 10 acres pasture.
FOFtNISHED APARTMENTS;
furnished. Ready to move with Blue Lustre. Rent new
WANTED
trailer,
HELP
prenticeship and Training cessors or assigns, to maintain,
water.
stables,
fencing,
bathroom
Hog wire
11*8 room, kitchen,
RENT A BAND
into. Located at Shady Oaks electric shampooer $1. Western
Committee and, or , the Local rebuild and expand its electric
Cozy older 7room house, modern.
with shower and bath. 1 or 2 PAINTERS WANTED; ex- Trailer Court. Phone 767Joint Committee.
Auto, Home of "The Wishing For appointment call 753INSTRUMENT
utility facilities over and on said
bedrooms. Zimerman ApartA31C Well".
only. $4.50 and better 2751.
A28C
(h) The applicant shall be a portion of Second Street.
TFC
ments, South 16th Street. Phone perienced
4147
at
A30C
753-1710:
Phone
hour.
High School graduate or establish
A30C per
SECTION IL This ordinance
753.6609.
14' ALUMINUM RUNABOUT, 35
the equivalent of same.
shall be in full force and effect
, 105':160' in Sherwood
110MEWORKERS, ‘WANTED•r Vi.P, neotoa,;tificitpailer, $414.00. 21FT. DEEP freeze, 35M
(i) The applicant must have from and after the date of its
sic
Forrest. Phone 753-7358 after 4:00
Center passed
FURNISHED part-time,fulltme work at homes cap 753..8964.
COMPLETELY
Dixieland
the
in
Minolta Camera, Grandmother
the appropriate battery of final adoption by the Common
TFC
For
details
our
circulars.
p.m.
cottage on Kentucky Lake. Rent mailing
Poodle, 11 weeks clock. Call 492-8473 after
tests as administered by Council of the City of Murray,
-aptitude
WHITE TOY
AMP TWO BEDROOM house; kitchen,
week, month or year. Phone rush selfilikidressed, stamped old.
ARC registered. Call 753-7736 4:00.
H & R USED FURNITURE is the Public Employment Service. Kentucky.
EnUS
to
35c
and
!nvelope
TFC
after 5:00p.m.
A28C
den, living room, bath. Range open three days a week 10:00 till (j) Apprenticeship applicants
FIRST
ON
ADOPTED
terprises, P.O. Box 813-A7„ after five.
1971 WINNER RUNABOUT, 80 and refrigerator included. All 6:00, on Hwy. 121, Concord Road. who
above READING ON THE 26TH DAY
sale.
the
for
meet
Boar
RE
YORKSHI
TFC
42066.
ONE
Call
CTRY HOME. 3 bedrooms. 8 Mayfield,Kentucky
motor.
outnew carpet. ff:arge lot with
horse power Mercury
Lots of nice used furniture and qualifications will be notified by OF AUGUST, 1971.
Phone 753-8419 after 7:00
A28C side storage. Call Gene Landoll
outbuildings. On 60 acre lake. 33
AMC 753-4647.
of antiques. Phone 753-6676. mail,at their last known address
lots
ENCED
EXPERI
p.m.
:
WANTED
couple or college
awes. Ag
at 753-8175 or 753-4707 after 5:00 Home phone 753-4716.
A28C of the time and place to appear
9:00
week,
a
days
4
keeper,
COMMON COUNCIL,
house
sdents. 753-4490 after 7 p.m.
TFC
male Pek-APoo, p.m.
old
YEAR
ONE
an,
for an interview.
Ntunber
phone
10'x52'.
Daytime
p.m.
TRAILER
5:00
till
CITY OF MURRAY.
a.m.
A28C
sell
s.
Riyerence
friendly. Must
AD, small house, big OVERWEIGHT'? The only safe
Shady Oaks Trailer Court. See house broke,
SMALL
753-1857 or after 5:30, 753KENTUCKY
be
because of allergies. Call 753-4555 value. Two bedroom house on 641 way to lose weight and inches Selection of apprentices shall
A28C Jack Norsworthy or call 4896342
of
basis
A28P
the
on
p.m.
made
A310.0tter 5:00
2691.
North about 5 miles from fast; call Shapemakers, 753-2962.
By Holmes Ellis
0 BEDROOM house, fur- TURN YOUR spare time into
S30C qualifications alone, without
water. $9,500.Miller Weight loss guaranteed.
city
Murray,
Mayor, City of Murray, Ky.
or
color
large
n' hed, air-conditioned,
it
regard to race, creed,
Money.Need 3 men to earn 850.00
R. E., 418 Main Street, 753-5064
s
applicant
Al]
origin.
yi. Available September 1st. to $60.00 weekly. Must be neat,
D
$f
national
6th
A28C GARAGE SALE, 518 South
Neubauer 7131531.
ATTEST:
.00 per month. 1637 Catalina have a car and phone. For apFriday and shall be selected on the basis of
in- Street, Murray,
ONLY!
&
MON.
retiring,
SAT.
FRI.,
A30C
OF
and tests
THINKING
standards
've. Phone 753-2527.
A3OP
objective
Movie
pointment call 753-1442.
clocks,
Picture
Saturday.
Andrus
vesting or just getting away for a
by the National Joint Stanford
Mirrors-Unfinished Furniture-Art Supplies
i
l camera and projector, etc. provided
Clerk, City of Murray, Ky.
on
lots
beautiful
and
eship
"Large"
Apprentic
spell??
AZIP
Carpentry
S AUTO REPAIR
Phone 753-8210.
Many Items Y3 of the Original Price
FURNISHED HOUSE for 4 boys SHOLAR'
Kentucky :Lake at Keniana
Training Committee.
ITC
a mechanic. Please apply
or 4 girls. Call Tom Alexander, needs
$1395.00.
and
Price
AUTOS FOR SALE
2
1
/
shores for $695.00
Others
will
Shop
Beauty
TFC
GREEN
INEZ
in
persori.
S7C
753-3877 or 753-1713.
monthly
and
payment
down
Low
week,
a
days
3
only
Items,at
open
be
Carpet Remnants, Many Other Assorted
WANT To BUY
1969 FORD Galaxie 500, 4 door
do
payments insures your future starting Thursday, Friday and
NICE FURNISHED apartments WANTED: PERSON to
Off
60%
50%
to
V8 automatic, vinyl roof.
home
sedan.
future
for
days per
plans., whether
Saturday. September 2nd. Each
near campus, reasonable and housework, one or two
condition. Phone 752and
logs
mobile
Excellent
site or a place to park a
week there after only by ap- WANT TO BUY;
with bath. Also sleeping rooms week. Only two in family. Most
11:00 a.m. and 5:00
between
for
have
in5573
Also
for
timber.
436-5320
standing
Call
Phone
home.
ation.
Phone
436-5471.,
pointment
for college boys. Please call, we furnish transport
AMC
sawdust.
Phone
A28C
Center
and
g
e
Shoppin
lumber
Southsid
P.m.
sale
)A30C
A30C
753-3321J spection.
Route 5
may have what you need. Day, 753-2403.
Co
Lumber
and
Murray Saw Mill
TFC
753-8365, night 753-2891.
It Yourselfer"
FOR A "Do
TFC
FOR SUBSCRIPTIONS to the Phone 753-4147.
WANTED: NIGHT watchman, YOU'LL NEVER know how clean WORK SHOP,about 12'x2ii, ncw
'65 DODGE 2 DOOR. Real good
some
d,
remodelle
partially
house
Wodid
on
constructi
t
call
wood
roof,
Democra
Sun
Paducah
full time and part time for that rug will be till you try Blue
ing shape. Call before noon included,
UNFURNISHED HOUSE far weekends. An equal opportunity Lustre. Rent a shampooer for like to sell immediately Phone additional material
A29C
Byers,753-6354.
Cortez
6:00p.m. 753-6690. Sld,
after
or
cattle
WANT TO BUY horse or
college girls or a family. Newly Employer. Send resume to P.O. only $1.00, Big K.
A30C two acres on scenic hill location
AMC 753-7895.
Parker,
Lynn
Millerp.
Contact
$6,500.
D
at
OFFERE
trailer.
New Concord.
near
located
SERVICES
decorated,
Box 32-B, Murray,KenA31C 1964
Neubauer 753753-5316.
AMP
University. Call 753-3623.
BELVEDERE Plmwth, %'
A30C BRAND NEW Zenith High- HOUSE SALE; Friday and E.,753-5064
RE REFINISHING.
tucky.
FURNITU
A28C
7531.
of
chest
door, 6 cylinder automa'&. Verya.
set,
pickBedroom
Free
d.
Saturday.
guarantee
work
All
Stereo,
fidelity Solid State
APARTMENT
stove,
2-BEDROOM
good condition. Cheap. If inTWO BEDROOM cabin home on up and delivery. Free estimate. WANT TO BUY a used rotor for
NEED MONEY? Sell Knapp featuring -40-W Solid State Am- drawers, refrigerator,
A30C
753terested phone 753-8243.
unfurnished on Elm Street. Shoes.. Part time or full time. No
water
Phone
Jerry
ends.
with
and
odds
Antique or natural finish.
Blood River: 2 acres
plifier and matching Solid State rugs,
TV antenna.Phone 753-1871. A31C
A3OP
Married couple, no children. investment. Send for free selling
A31C McCoy.753,1045.
SNP
436-568.3
5561.
Phone
frontage.
FM-AM
Stereo, FM
radio.
A28C
Phone 436-2326.
kit. High commissions plus Early American design cabinet.
ot- Th.
Colonials
bonus. Write to„..E....)1. 138stow, slightly damaged. $190.00. Can be TWO LOUNGE chairs and
2-BEDROOM TRAILER, air-. Knapp
Brockton, inspected at Paschall Truck Line toman, excellent. Solid cherry
Sholts,
CON6,IZATULATIONS.
0,=
$48.00
TNAr COWARD lr
lot,
table;
conditioned, shady
AVIC Dock.
CAPTAIN TRuSESi...4301,r
Massachusetts 02401.
A30C end tables and corner
ArkirEre
WE'D
WHY,
A28C
month. Call 489-2595.
Early American desk chair; two
SEE ANN come.AT
EARN MONEY at home typing COUCH & CHAIR, coych is in walnut and cork table lamps;
ten
trailer,
M
TWO BEDROO
stand; Johnny
and addressing for firms.
condition, chOr needs new portable TV
miles from Murray. Private lot. Stamped envelope. Edrington good
Lightening racing set; girl's shoe
of
fofr_
price
Both
ering.
reupholst
couple Enterprises.
Two students or
Tee Pee;
14174,
Box
A30C skates, size 3; Indian
225.00. Phone 753-7979.
preferred. Also 60x100 lot for Louisville, Ky.40214.
1TP
toys excellent. Car vacuum, 12
trailer with access to lake. Phone
1970 YAMAHA EnduAs, size 90. volt, new; 670-15 lugged tire
SERVICES OFFERED
SIC
753-4776.
chains; rifle reloading equipPhone 753-6361 after 5:
ment; antique telephone inDAILY CHILD care in my home p.m.
THREE ROOM duplex. Stove near University. Phone 751.
A30C
gle.•
sulators. Phone 753-6136.
and refrigerator furnished. 7276.
A3OP NEW HEAVY duty itters with
46
P4111
C4
Phone 753-1246 or 753-6045. A28C
heavy duty gear box, sturnp ANTIQUE CHERRY spool bed.
%
)
110
41.
.1.
ROFESSIONAL, EX jumper and solid tail wheel. Will mattress and springs. Excellent
P.
ROOMS FOR girls. Private or PERIENCED painter, vrill work cut up to four inch bush Five foot condition. Console black and
double; refrigerator; central contract jobs, on hourly bads, pick-up, $325.00. Also four and white television, 21" screen.
Abnor
heat and air; private entrance. has own equipment. Call 489A30C
five foot pull type models. One Phone753-7238.
753Phone
500' from campus.
Sept.7C and two row new and used three
22117.
SIC
6079.
WILL DO trash hauling, point cultivators. VinSon Tractor_ TOUR RUGS 9'x12" and larger,
Company,753-4892.
reasonable rates. Phone 7531TCouTa1i-girings and mattress,
FURNISHED FOUR room cabin, 6130.
A31C
sofa-bed couch, venetian blinds
12 miles from Murray on BoatNEW SOLID Maple 4 poster bedf-T10), other items. Priced low. 603
wright Road. If married oil have SEPTIC TANK cleaning, haat complete with box springs and Vine Street, Friday after 5:00
reference contact Tony Shuffit, hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753- foam rubber mattress. $115.420 p.m.,all day Saturday.
MAP
304 Moore St., Sikeston, Mo., 593?.5ept.2C complete. Four 900 15x15 whi
63801. Phone 314471-1847 after
wall tires,$20.00. Phone 753TREATED lumber.
SIC WILL DO babysitting in my 2700.
5:00p.m.
53C l'ENTA
•
AMC
Resistant to -rot and termites.
home. Phone 7534991.
Ideal for boat docks and any
TWO BEDROOM trailer, 10'x55',
NEW AND used tractor tires.
your
ng
in
baby-sitti
weather exposed- uses. Murray
DO
WILL
airand
heat
electric
Tractor flats repaired. Speedy
753Co., Maple Street,
Phone
days.
week
Lumber
home,
conditioning. Three miles from
service. Vinson Tractor Co.,
Kentucky.
AMC
Murray,
Murray. Phone 753-7856 or 753- 5477
ITC
phone 753-4892.
Sic
2583.

FREE: SPACE for mobile home
on private lot, to right party for
exchange on upkeep of property.
Middle age or retired couple.
A3OP
Phone 753-7658.

Iiiimulinimilimilmouliimiffionnimmommommommmummitim8811111111
FURNISHED ONE bedroom
. ..
apartment,all electric. $30.00 per
:+-month. On the Lake, large house E
trailer, air-conditioned,
automatic washer. Phone 436A31C
2427.

EE

tlrea'llSerELFwithContalointsedofcaemxtrpiasng.

Apprenticeship
Joint
The
Committee of the Four Rivers
District Council of Carpenters
and the Associated General
Contractors of Western Kentucky
are accepting applications for the
Apprenticeship
HU BLOCK
Carpenter's
02 Poplar St., Murray, 753-6251 Program.

'mail iv- 1
:THiS COPON:

or RECONDITIONED
N
NEW

TYPEWRITERS

6

FOR RENT

* Trade-In
Accepted

Financing
Available

POOL OFFICE
i EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES

will send yo
free inform at n
on how you can

EARN BIG
MONEY IN
INCOME TAX
PREPARATION

Phone 753-1763

OIN THE FUN!
JOIN THE
BAND!

Leach's Music & TV

PRE-INVENTORY SALE

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CO.
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Prothro Is The Unknown
Quantity In Rams Squad

LEDGER & TIMES — hit KRAY, KENTUCKY

SATURDAY—AUGUST 2a, 1971

Murray State Football Squad
Hurt By Injuries & Dropouts
from opponent camps, it lookeo
as if the Racers were faced with a
Murray State's
Racers, tough, hard season. "We'll be,
already thin from the graduation
of 18 lettermen last season, have
gotten even thinner since spring
practice. At last count, seven
players slated to start after
spring drills have either not
returned to school or are injured.
Not returning this season were
fullback Stan Fritts, who set a
Murray single-game rushing
record against Evansville last
season as a freshman; linebacker
Bruce Farris; offensive Mark
Norrid; and defensive end Dave
Goodline. Linebacker Tom
Johnson hurt a knee in an accident during the summer and
will be out for some time, and
defensive end Glenn Fausey had
a summer operation on his heel
and has yet to practice.
COACH BILL FURGERSON
But the worst blow has been a without a doubt, the youngest,
broken thumb suffered by all- most inexperienced team in the
conference punter Chuck Can- conference," he said.
trell. Cantrell was injured during The Racers have had only three
spring practice and when the sessions in pads after opening
injury failed to respond to practice last Thursday but are
treatment, his hand was put into scheduled for a major scrima cast. He'll be lost at least two mage today which Furgersor
figures will point out areas where
months.
All of which led Coach Bill the team needs most work
Furgerson to say that with "We've had short scrimmage
Murray's losses of personnel and
with the glowing reports coming
4 Poems
By Joe Tom Erwin

sessions each practice since
we've put on pads and some ot
our oldtimers have looked good,
particularly Rick Fisher, Dale
Willis, Frank Head, Dave Ford,
and Jerry Stanley," Furgerson
said.
Fishes, a tailback, had a great
freshman season but was on the
bench most of the last season
with injuries. Willis is the only
starting offensive lineman
returning. Head, a linebacker,
and Ford, a defensive tackle,
may be the best people in their
positions in the OVC. Stanley, a
defensive end, missed spring
practice with a leg injury, but is
making up his missed practice
time with a vengeance this fall.
The defensive secondary of Mike
Tepe, Kevin Grady, Jim Brown,

Deacon Jones and Coy Bacon, dee, Myron pottios, and Male
By JOE ST. APAANT
who may be the biggest-fastest Baughan.
ANGELES
(UPI)—FootLOS
trio in the league; receivers
ball coaches use the letter X to Jack Snow, Bob Klein and
For linebackers Prothro must
designate _players in diagrams Lance Rentzel; running backs choose from Jack Reynolds, a
You can use the letter X to Les Josephson, Travis Wil- second-year man who is a real
diagram the 1971 Los Angeles liams, Larry Smith, and Willie tiger; rookie Isaiah Robertson,
Rams but use it to mean Ellison; defensive backs Clancy big and agile but raw; and sounknown quantity as in algebra. Williams and Kermit Alexan- so veterans such as Jim
No. 1 X or unknown is head der; offensive linemen Charlie Purnell, Marlin McKeever and
coach Tommy Prothro, fresh Cowan, Tom Mack and Joe John Pergine.
from the college ranks.
In the secondary, the Rams
Scibelli.
Prothro brought in his own That batch is a nucleus of traded off veteran safety Richie
crew of coaches, with one talent and experience that any Pettibon because he could not
exception, when he quit UCLA coach would welcome. There is or would not adjust to the new
to,. replace George Allen with riot great depth, especially in zone defense. Dave Elmendor,
tie Rams. He is installing his the interior line, both ways. a naturally talented rookie
own system and that means Another apparent weakness is from Texas A and M, has
getting down to fundamentals in the linebacking corps and in looked good, sometimes great,
such as how a lineman blocks the secondary.
at free safety out he needs
on a certain play, how Defense-minded George Allen seasoning.
receivers run their patterns, lured a trio of able but aging Prothro and his staff seem to
and Larry Brock, also has been
and how defensive backs cover 'linebackers to the Washington feel that if a player will not
impressive.
receivers.
Redskins with him—Jack Par- adapt, then he must go. They
Furgerson also said that
It is no secret that some
traded away Bob Brown, all-pro
freshmen had shown
several
oldtimers on the squad took
offensive tackle and probable
but that the coaching
promise
Unkindly to suggestions that
the bast pass blocker in the
staff hadn't seen enough of them
they change their personal
leagur
:
r y was sent to Oakland
yet to learn what they could do.
styles of play. They are gone.
Schuh, also an
for
The Racers will open then
The Rams split the first four
offensive tackle, and corner
season Sept. 11 with Westerr
preseason games and, even
back Kent McCloughan. McCarolina at Ashville, N. C."Theii
winning, they did not look good.
Cloughan decided to retire and
home game will be with
first
Prothro did not go all-out to
A COACH AND TWO—Demonstrating his confidence in
that really hurt.
By GEORGE SKELTON
Tennessee Tech, Sept. 25.
win, preferring to get a look at SACRAMENTO, Calif. (UPI) Other teams must look for
his class, Bernard Crandall, a unicycle coach in Detroit,
a lot of players. So the Rams —An explosion rocked the the unexpected from the rams.
Answer to Yesterday's Puz2M
lies on the concrete in front of a ramp as two students
did not look Lae a team and offices of the Department of Prothro likes to flop his tackles
go sailing over him.
WOO VOISIM
ACROSS
Prothro supporters say, "so Corrections on the sixth floor of and guards on offensive—that
DM MOM VIMIF11111
5 Chemical
MO DWG:10317RO
what? Those games don't the tallest state government is, a man will move from the
Likely
compound
IRDOUIZI
Islands
4
1 .fi
Fa
ird
count. Wait till the regular office building early today.
6 Irons
left side on one play to the
!..10013 131001:3
7 Organ of
mason starts."
003
P3E11
Sioracin
Police said an anonymous right side on the next. This means
hearing
D
L an
tIsks
geron
16
3
1:
w
Prothro has a splendid telephone caller had identified
same
Ascend
the
8
face
always
not
does
he
003 TOM OCIUMM
collection of brilliant individuals himself as a member of the
9 Exists
15 Babylonian
player across the line on defense.
NOMOOiri
deity
10 Raises by
such as quarterback Roman "weatherman" group and on defense.
MMOUU 0110U0
assessment
16 Improves
Gabriel, a 10-year man and warned of the blast.
season.
team in a decade.
inicme
By DAVID MOFFIT
18 Girl's
Prothro likes the long ball
12 Hebrew month
most valuable player in 1969; There were no injuries from and Gabriel is the man
BMOC 300
This year's SEC race could Tulane, Florida State and Mi14 Move sidewise
UPI Sports Writer
who can
19 Preposition
0003 M000 0011
defensive lineman Merlin Olsen, today's explosion, which demo- throw it. Snow
17 Caudal
and Klein can go ATLANTA (UPI)—The battle be decided as early as Sept. 25, ami all have new head coaches. 21 Oceans
appendage
22 Wile of Geraint
lished the men's and women's get 'em
with
the
best. :or the 1971 Reisman Trophy may 1'HE DAY Auburn plays at Ten- Bennie Ellender, coming off a 24 Employs
20 Bird's home
48 Room
23 Compass point 38 Measuring
rest room of the department.
Josephson also is a fine
waged within the boundaries nessee. The Vols, 11-1 last year, perfect season at Arkansas. 26 Danger
51 Agile
device
24 Chaldean city
28 Lamprey
Bowl
victory
Sugar
Including
a
State,
inherited
an
experienced
Structural damage to the 17- receiver.
53 Short iscset
the Southeastern Conference.
39 Glossy paint
25 Chair
29 Plebe in
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Permit
Force,
57
Air
41
Pertaining
to
over
the
Aware
of
27
position again
story tower building was By the time the Rams meet
squad at Tubule which was 8-4
58 Teutonic deity
the laity
31 Part of camera 30 Woody plant
Football fans, and especially ing on Dennis Chadwick to re- after beating Colorado In the 33
sestimated in the thousands of their first regular season
metal
43
Stops
Compass point 32 Cut
Earthh goddess
6
60
2 Native
44 Latin
pipes and wponent, New Orleans on Sept. those in Dixie, rate quarter- place Bobby Scott at quarter- Liberty Bowl. Look for the 34 Mountain lake 35 Tell
dollars. Water
continent
U
A
con
unction
37 Supercilious
electric lines snapped and 19, they will probably look a lot backs Pat Sullivan of Auburn back and with a veteran defense Green Wave to be steady if un- 36 Offspring (pl.)
(abbr.)
46 Roman gods
3
48
0 River duck
water cascaded down stairs to iifferent than they did in and John Reaves of Florida as look mighty tough.
spectacular.
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2 3 0..2 4 illOW.6 7 8
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favorable Larry Jones, former Tennes......,
the floor below.
wy.
preseason games. They will the leading Heisman candidates Georgia, with a
45 Goal
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It was the second major blast probably be a more exciting —and there also is a lot of sup- schedule, could muscle in on the see assistat plans to continue 47 Periods of time 11
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lookis
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College
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